
19 October_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
5pm London/8pm Tbilisi; Birzhastation

OPENING
21 October_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
6pm London/9pm Tbilisi; Birzhastation
Evgenia Zakharova 
Male Friendship and Honor on the Birzhas of Tbilisi
Tbilisi birzhas are associated not only with tough guys, street code and the obsession with sunflower seeds, but also with 
dzmakatsoba – the specific form of male friendship.

When discussing dzmakatsoba with Georgians you can often hear that with its special high values and obligations of 
friends to each other this form of friendship is unparalleled in other cultures.  From the case of dzmakatsoba we learn 
how friendship may resemble kin relations, become subjected to ideology and act as an instrument of social status and 
control.

Evgenia Zakharova is a researcher at the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography (the 
Kunstkamera), Russian Academy of Sciences. In 2017 she obtained her doctoral degree in anthropology with her 
dissertation entitled "Men's Neighborhood Communities of Tbilisi: structure and functioning," which discusses the 
Georgian street as a social, political, and legal phenomenon". 

Zoom link // Registration
Language: English

25  October______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4pm London/7pm Tbilisi; Birzhastation
Misha Svanidze 
Open Discussion

How does the idea and practice of birzha transform through Georgia’s post Soviet history? Is it a symptom of social and 
political development or does it signify resistance? Are we losing birzha as a minimal public space and, if so, what 
comes after?

Mikheil Svanidze is a sociologist from Tbilisi. He has studied Sociology at Tbilisi State University and obtained a 
Master’s degree in Social Anthropology from the Central European University. His research interests include public 
space, social movements, inequality, mobility and politics at large in post-socialist context. Methods-wise Mikheil 
positions himself as an anthropologist with extensive qualitative fieldwork expertise. Currently he is working towards 
his PhD thesis on production and reproduction of urban inequality in Georgia as seen through the lens of Tbilisi’s formal 
and informal transport systems.

Zoom link // Registration
Language: English/Georgian/Russian

 

https://ucl.zoom.us/my/michalmurawski
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/evgenia-zakhrova-lecture-birzhastation-tickets-125145093343?fbclid=IwAR2lPRHA8dHMDOnQxssXoOSDwwG9Wjg_1LNiVT33w4yfftzacnoKWplLP34
https://ucl.zoom.us/my/michalmurawski
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/open-discussion-birzha-moderated-by-misha-svanidze-birzhastation-tickets-125315635439


29 October_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
4pm London/7pm Tbilisi; Birzhastation
Costanza Curro 
From Collective to Cellular? Common Space Between the Street and the 
Prison 
Reforms of prison space have had a strong impact on the social and cultural fabric of post-Soviet Georgian prisons, 
shifting from collectivist models to increasingly individualized spatial and social arrangements. This talk discusses the 
multifaceted connections between these transformations and changing ideas and practices of commonality among men in 
the streets of Tbilisi. 

Costanza Curro is a social anthropologist based at the University of Helsinki, where she is working on a project on 
ethnicity in the prisons of the Soviet Union and communist successor states of Central and Eastern Europe. Costanza’s 
work focuses on masculinities, urban spaces and practices of commonality and sharing. She has written about hospitality 
in Georgia after the Rose Revolution and birzha in Saak’ashvili’s times.   

Zoom link // Registration
Language: English

4 November______________________________________________________________________________________
5pm London/8pm Tbilisi; Birzhastation
Ana Chorgolashvili
Presentation of a new issue of Danarti
Presentation of The 13th edition of DANARTI. This edition was made in the framework of project - ACT UP - organized 
by Dekabristen e.V.

Ana Chorgolashvili works as an art historian / architecture researcher / curator. She is involved in various local and 
international art projects and exhibitions. Ana, together with the local curator, Elene Abashidze and art historian Irine 
Djordjadze, is a founder of an independent, interdisciplinary, bilingual publication Danarti. In Collaboration with Gio 
Sumbadze, Ana is the co-founder of U.R.L (Urban Research Laboratory). In 2015, in collaboration with the Book Art 
Center, Ana published a guidebook for Soviet Modernist Architecture of Tbilisi. In 2018, Ana edited a special issue of 
Danarti – Buildings Are not Enough – which was devoted to the Tbilisi Architecture Biennial. In 2020, together with a 
Czech artist Barbora Gallova, Ana launched Community Radio Tbilisi – an online media platform.

Zoom link
Language: Georgian

8 November______________________________________________________________________________________
4pm London/7pm Tbilisi. Birzhastation

CLOSING

 

https://ucl.zoom.us/my/michalmurawski
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/costanza-curro-lecture-birzhastation-tickets-125316010561
https://ucl.zoom.us/my/michalmurawski

